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THREE 
STRANGE 

RELATIVES 
Betty Zorotovlch 

A unique approach using the child's hands 
may unblock reading and spelling problems. 

Reading and spelling are obviously related, but, in my opinion, 
reading is correlated with the I.Q. whereas spelling is not. 
Spelling is the poor shirt-tail relative. Then there is a third, even 
stranger, relative-the mind's eye, the interior video tape that 
uses your eyelids as a screen. Since the junior high students in 
the special remedial setting with whom we were working were 
only a step from childhood, we called this mind's eye the 
"magic mirror." 

The following case histories will illustrate how independ-
ent spelling and reading centers in the brain can be from one 
another. 

Mike 

Mike, the most gifted art student at our junior high school, 
could not read, so I had been teaching him kinesthetically after 
school for some time when this dialogue took place: 

Mike stood at the chalkboard tracing a word while he 
spelled it out-"c-h-a-r-a-c-t-e-r." 

I was discouraged. He couldn't learn to read the word that 
way. He had to say it, not spell it if he wanted to learn to read it. 
Then something, some sense of mystery, gave me pause. I 
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asked, "How do you spell 'character/ Mike?" 
He smiled and cheerfully spelled it for me. 
"What is that word, Mike?" I asked, pointing to the word on 

the chalkboard. 
"I dunno," he cheerfully replied. 
"How do you spell 'character/ Mike?" I asked again. 
Once more he spelled it aloud. 
"What is that word, Mike?" I again nodded toward the 

chalkboard. 
Again came the reply, "I dunno." 
He wasn't being facetious. He was telling the truth. 
His hand had delivered the word to the spelling center in 

his brain. His reading center was somewhere else, and no 
delivery was being made there. Yet interaction between the 
reading center and the spelling center via the awkward but visi-
ble conveyor belt supplied by the hands can be most revealing 
at times. 

Rele 

When Rele requested placement in my remedial reading 
class, he could read no words so far as I could determine. Left 
and right brain idiology was illuminating our world at the time, 
and since the nerve centers of one hand reached one side of 
the brain, and the nerve centers of the other hand reached the 
other side of the brain, I felt that I had it made-find out which 
hand reached the best reading center and go to work! 

Rele had already spent six years in school trying to learn to 
read by conventional methods, none of which had worked. 
The kinesthetic (tracing) method usually trapped the words and 
made them stay, so that's the method I most relied on. 

The first task was to discover which hand could find the 
safest haven for both reading and spelling words. By tradition, 
the word "psychiatrist" was checked by the left hand. Next, the 
right hand tried to tuck the word "encyclopedia" into a recep-
tive reading center in the brain. 

One big problem promptly arose. Neither hand learned 
anything much-a few scattered letters, and that was all. After 
ten tracings each, nothing! It was incredible. Yet Rele's eyes 
shone with intelligence. Perhaps a bit amused by my obvious 
bafflement, he sat and waited. 
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Not knowing what else to try, I prescribed tracing with his 
"new" hand, the one he had not hitherto used, thinking that 
perhaps five weeks of tracing with this hand might "bring in" his 
kinesthetic reading ability. 

It didn't. He could neither read nor spell. Again the boy sat 
and waited while I tried to think of yet another approach. 

Our main effort had always been to teach reading with 
spelling as an auxiliary skill. What if we emphasized spelling in-
stead? If spelling "came in," was it possible that reading might 
follow? 

The hands had been so useful over the years that I hated to 
give them up as tools. But there is a limit to what hands can 
d o . . . 

Pounding 

No! There was one more thing! Pounding! Pounding 
always helped with spelling. At least that's what the children 
maintained. I had heard them pass such information from one 
to another. After tracing a word and saying it, a child would 
pound the forefinger of his other (or free) hand on the table as 
he spelled the word aloud. And it wasn't just a light tap. The 
youngster pounded the forefinger firmly and emphatically. It 
seemed that the time had come for me to examine this pro-
cedure a little more respectfully. 

With Rele, tracing was obviously a waste of time, so we 
decided to discard that step, and he would simply write the 
word with his "new" hand. As he spelled each word aloud, he 
was asked to pound with the forefinger of his "old" hand. He 
was astonished to hear himself spell each word accurately. He 
seemed especially gleeful over the long word "something." "Did 
you hear that? I spelled it all the way!" he exclaimed. 

And he could read the words, too! The whole scheme was 
working-steadily and accurately. My astonishment was com-
pounded by what followed. Only four days of alternate writing 
and spelling (writing with the "new" hand and pounding with 
the forefinger of the other) were enough to bring in his sight 
reading! 

Using the kinesthetic approach, it usually took 20 to 40 
weeks of tracing before sight reading arrived. Then, after 
several weeks of sight reading, the phonic sense gradually 
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developed. But after Rele's sight reading "came in / ' he began 
reading 17 to 20 pages in his primer {Through the Gate by Nila 
Banton Smith) each hour, stopping to chuckle occasionally 
over how fast he was reading. He brought his book to me to ask 
about new words but frequently had already accurately deter-
mined what they were. 

This meant that his phonic sense was also developing 
rapidly. Both sight reading and phonics flooded in on the heels 
of his pounding while spelling, and his writing while saying 
each word. Once again the use of both hands in the reading-
spelling situation, albeit in a new relationship, proved to be of 
paramount importance. 

The "Magic Mirror" 

Sometime during these years a strange little tradition 
developed. One child would ask another, "Have you seen 
yours yet?" No matter what the answer, such a question always 
added a lilt of excitement and expectation akin to that of 
sighting the first swallow at Capistrano. Each child was awaiting 
the coming of his "magic mirror." It happened so regularly that 
each took it for granted that his would be there soon, and they 
did "come in." 

The "magic mirror" seemed to follow on the heels of sight 
reading and phonics. It was a charming moment when each 
child detected his own. We thought of it as the final solution of 
spelling problems. The child's inner video tape could now 
display the desired word on the inner screen of his eyelids, and 
that was that. No records were kept, no dates recorded. It came 
as unobtrusively as a butterfly and in our busy world was 
granted about the same amount of attention. 

However, the "magic mirror" is a two-way screen. It can 
look backward into the memory, but it can also look forward 
into the imagination. 

Word worth had fun -and wrote poetry with his "magic 
mirror." In "The Daffodils" he wrote: 

They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils. 
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In a more serious vein, Einstein wrote: "Imagination is more 
important than knowledge/' 

Apparently the use of both hands during the learning of 
spelling and reading gives children's specialized memories ac-
cess to that precious screen. The literature reports that some 
students can "print out" entire pages of text on their inner 
screens. Very handy! None of my students reported such a feat. 
All they asked was to have a "print out" of one precious 
word-a word that was accurately spelled! 

Betty Zorotovich, 2115 Daladier Drive, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274, now 
retired from teaching, continues to work individually with children who have 
unique and specialized learning problems. 

/OP 
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